
FAITH - A BIBLE STUDY ON JAMES
by Keri Folmar
James is a letter written to a suffering church to spur them 
on to live authentic lives of faith. This Bible study guides you 
in an in-depth study of the letter of James. One of the few 
truly inductive Bible studies written for women, Faith will 
impress the truths of James upon your heart and equip you 
to more effectively study any book of the Bible.

TWELVE WOMEN OF THE BIBLE
By Lysa Terkheurst
Through this Bible study, you will look at the spiritual lessons 
learned from twelve biblical women and what they mean for 
your life today. You'll learn about the triumphs and failures of 
Mary Magdalene, Rebekah, Hannah, and nine other women, 
studying their lives and learning how to apply to: Apply your 
own modern-day struggles; Live through their failures as well 
as successes; Draw near to God in a world filled with trials; 
Find lasting contentment; Overcome rejection and insecurity 
and much more.

Women’s Bible Study Fall 2018
SEPTEMBER 11 - DECEMBER 18
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firstcolonychurch.org/wbs

Other women's groups and times available 

in the Connection Group catalog.

THE PROMISED ONE
This class runs October 9 - November 13
By Nancy Guthrie
The Promised One provides a fresh look at the book of 
Genesis, leading women in discovering how its stories, 
symbols, people, and promises point to Christ. Over ten 
weeks of study, participants will see Christ as the agent of 
creation, the offspring who will crush the head of the serpent, 
the ark of salvation, the source of the righteousness credited 
to Abraham, the substitutionary sacrifice provided by God, the 
Savior to whom the whole world must come for life, and 
much more.

FRIENDSPEAK
Interested in becoming a volunteer?
The goal of FriendSpeak is to give our international 
neighbors the opportunity to practice conversational English 
and give exposure to the Gospel through reading scripture, 
relationship and conversation. Volunteers are paired with 
individuals who are seeking help with their conversational 
English. Sessions are once a week, last one hour and one on 
one. A mandatory training is provided where you will learn 
how to become a great conversational partner. You can make 
a difference today as we have a waiting list of Readers ready 
to start FriendSpeak.
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